
 

Question 4 

Cathy regularly fed neighborhood cats.  As a result, she had dozens of cats living 
around her property.  Darla operated a daycare center next door for a number of two-
year-olds, including Ethan and Frank.  Darla repeatedly asked Cathy not to feed the 
cats, explaining that they frequently came onto her property, defecated and urinated in a 
sandbox, and might scratch one of the children.  Cathy continued feeding the cats. 

Learning that cats are repelled by the smell of ammonia, Darla poured ammonia into the 
sandbox. 

The next day, Ethan was scratched by one of the cats that Cathy fed and sustained a 
serious injury as a result of an ensuing infection.  Frank ate sand while playing in the 
sandbox and sustained a serious injury as a result of ingesting ammonia. 

What is the likely outcome of a negligence claim brought by:  

1.  Ethan's parents against Cathy, on behalf of Ethan?  Discuss. 

2.  Ethan's parents against Darla, on behalf of Ethan?  Discuss. 

3.  Frank's parents against Cathy, on behalf of Frank?  Discuss. 

4.  Frank's parents against Darla, on behalf of Frank?  Discuss. 
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Answer A to Question 4 

I. Ethan's parents v. Cathy?
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Negligence?–– Negligence is when the defendant fails to conform his or her conduct to 

the standard of care legally required thereby actually and proximately causing the 

plaintiff to suffer injuries. Ethan's parents must prove the elements of duty, breach, 

causation, and damages by a preponderance of the evidence. 

Cathy owe a duty to Ethan?–– Generally, there is a duty of due care owed to 

foreseeable plaintiffs within the zone of danger created by the defendant's affirmative 

conduct. 

Cathy fed cats and Ethan was a 2 year-old who went to the daycare that was next door 

to Cathy's property. First, the danger that feedings cats might result may be argued to 

be that cats are unsafe animals to be around small children. Second, Ethan's parent's 

may show that because Darla had told Cathy of the danger presented by bringing 

around so many cats that she was aware of children next door and should owe a duty to 

Ethan as a child who stays at Darla's daycare. Since Cathy was told repeatedly that 

feeding the cats may scratch one of the children, it is likely that Cathy did owe a duty to 

act reasonably. Lastly, as an adjacent land occupier, there is a duty to act reasonably to 

protect adjacent properties from activities on land. Therefore, Cathy does owe a duty to 

Ethan. 

Breach?–– A breach occurs when the defendant fails to act as a reasonably prudent 

person under same or similar circumstances. 

Here, Cathy continued to feed the cats. Under the Learned Hand Formula, if the burden 

to avoid creating the risk is less than the probability of harm occurring times the 

magnitude of injury, then it is said that the defendant may be acting unreasonably. Here, 

not feeding cats would clearly be a very low burden. Secondly, the magnitude of harm is 



 

that children next door may become scratched by cats or sick from the cats using the 

sandbox in the daycare. This is a high magnitude of injury created by Cathy. Lastly, the 

probability that cats may cause harm or illness would also be high because children are 

prone to disease and especially 2 year-olds would not know how to fend against cat 

scratches. As a result, it is likely that Cathy breached her duty of due care by continuing 

to feed the cats. 

Actual cause?
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–– Actual cause is when but for the defendant's conduct the harm 

suffered by the plaintiff would not have occurred. 

But for Cathy continuing to feed the cats, Ethan would not have been scratched. 

Therefore Cathy is clearly the actual cause. 

Proximate cause?–– Proximate cause is when the harm suffered by the plaintiff is a 

foreseeable consequence of the defendant's conduct and there are no intervening 

superseding events to break the chain of causation.

Here, 2 year-olds being around cats presents a high risk that would be foreseeable to 

cause injury if the two came into contact. In addition, there are no unforeseeable 

intervening events to break the chain of causation. It is likely  that Cathy would be the 

proximate cause as well. 

Damages?–– To recover for negligence, the plaintiff must prove actual cognizable 

injury. 

Facts show that Ethan was scratched by one of the cats that Cathy fed and sustained 

serious injury as a result of an ensuing infection. 

Defenses?–– There does not seem to be any applicable defenses.

 



 

II. Ethan's parents v. Darla?
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Negligence? 
Land occupier's duty?–– Ethan, entering Darla's daycare would be considered an 

invitee, which is a person who enters with a business purpose. Invitees are owed a 

reasonable duty of care to warn of natural and artificial conditions, to inspect and repair 

dangerous conditions, and to come to the aid of an injured invitee. As an invitee, Ethan 

was owed such duties. 

Breach?–– The issue here is that Darla would clearly owe a duty, as a daycare 

operator, to make the premises safe, in that, she must take extra steps to make the 

premises safe; a mere warning would not be enough. Simply telling Cathy not to feed 

the cats repeatedly may not have been enough. It may have been unreasonable that 

Darla did not make some sort of fence to not allow the cats to enter to take other steps 

necessary to prevent Cathy (maybe a nuisance claim). Therefore, since Darla knew of 

the danger and failed to protect reasonably, there is a high probability that Darla will be 

in breach. 

Causation–– supra. For the same reasons Cathy would be the actual and proximate 

cause, so will Darla. 

Damages–– Supra. See discussion under Cathy; Ethan did suffer actual harm. 

III. Frank's parents v. Cathy? 

Negligence?–– The discussion for duty and breach would be the same for Frank as it 

was for Ethan. The issue here is whether Cathy was the actual and proximate cause of 

Frank's injury. 

Actual cause–– (Defined supra) Here, if Cathy had not breached her duty to feed the 

cats, then Darla would not have poured ammonia into the sandbox. There was a direct 



link to show that Cathy is the actual cause because it was the nuisance of the cats 

entering the property that Darla was trying to prevent. Therefore, even if Cathy is not the 

only actual cause, she is certainly a substantial factor when combined with Darla's 

conduct in bringing about Frank's harm. 

Proximate cause
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–– (defined supra) Here, there are some larger issues to deal with, in 

that, Cathy feedings cats may not have caused a situation where it would have been 

foreseeable that Frank ate ammonia. 

Does Darla's conduct cut off liability?–– An intervening act is usually not something that 

breaks the chain of causation unless it is shown that the act of a third person was 

unforeseeable. The key here is for Frank's parent's to show that it was foreseeable that 

being told of the cats and the danger to the children next door, that Darla may take 

precautions to prevent the cats from entering the sandbox. However, Cathy will assert 

that using ammonia was not a precaution that was foreseeable because there are other 

ways to prevent cats from entering one's property. In addition, Darla used a chemical 

that may present a clear danger to children, and that in itself was unforeseeable 

because Darla is a daycare operator and should have known better. As a result, it is 

more likely than not that Darla's conduct was a superseding event that broke the chain 

of causation. Furthermore, the type of harm suffered by Frank was not within the scope 

created by feedings cats because Frank was injured from ingesting ammonia, which is 

not a risk that being around cats creates. Cathy will not be the proximate cause. 

Damages–– assuming Cathy is negligent, Frank's parent would recover because Frank 

was seriously injured from ingesting ammonia. 

Is Contributory/ Comparative negligence applicable here?–– If a plaintiff fails to act 

as a reasonable person in protecting him or herself from defendant's conduct, then 

under contributory negligence jurisdictions the plaintiff will be barred from recovery. 

Under comparative negligence jurisdictions, the plaintiff's unreasonableness only 

reduces recovery in proportion to his or her own fault. (In pure comparative negligence 



 

jurisdictions, any proportion not attributable to the plaintiff may be reduced; however, if 

the jurisdiction follows the modified comparative jurisdiction, then if the plaintiff's fault is 

50% or more, then the plaintiff will be barred from recovery). 

Here, Frank is a 2 year-old and will be held to the standard of care to a reasonable child 

with similar age, experience, and intelligence. Since the standard is for such a young 

age, it is foreseeable that a 2 year-old might eat sand. Therefore, it would be unlikely 

that Frank's parents' recovery would be barred or reduced depending on the jurisdiction. 

IV. Frank's parents against Darla, on behalf of Frank?
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Strict liability of abnormally dangerous activity?–– A defendant who engages in an 

abnormally dangerous activity will be strictly liable for harm suffered by foreseeable 

plaintiffs. An abnormally dangerous activity is one that the risk of cannot be eliminated 

by due care and is one that poses a high risk of danger to humans.  

Here, putting ammonia in a sandbox may be argued by Frank's parents to be an 

abnormally dangerous activity because placing harsh chemicals in a sandbox that 

children play in presents a very high risk of harm to children. Second,  placing ammonia 

in a sandbox in a daycare center is something that usually does not take place in such a 

manner. Third, Frank's parents will argue that no matter how careful or reasonable 

Darla was in placing the chemical there, the danger it presented to children could not be 

eliminated by due care. Furthermore, Frank's parents would have to prove actual and 

proximate cause. 

Actual cause–– (supra defined)–– But for the ammonia Frank would not have been 

injured. 

Proximate cause–– (supra defined)–– Usually, a sandbox in a daycare center means 

that it is highly foreseeable that children will play in the sandbox. Darla, by placing the 

ammonia in the sandbox created exactly such a risk that caused Frank to suffer harm. It 



 

was clearly foreseeable that Frank may come into contact with the ammonia. Therefore, 

Darla may be the proximate cause. 

Damages
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–– Supra. Frank suffered serious injury. 

Defenses–– For abnormally dangerous activities, contributory negligence is not 

followed; however, in most jurisdictions, comparative fault is. Nevertheless, because of 

Frank's age, 2, it is likely that his fault will not be a consideration for this suit. 

Negligence–– for the same reasons Darla would owe a duty to Ethan, she would also 

owe a duty to Frank because Frank was an invitee too.  

Breach–– Although Darla will assert that she was trying to get rid of the dangerous 

condition of having cats enter the sandbox to defecate and urinate was reasonable to 

protect the children from cat scratches, there is also ample room for Frank's parents to 

assert that the resulting consequence was more harmful than what she was trying to 

prevent. It was almost certain that children would come into contact with the ammonia 

because the children play in the sandbox; however, on the other hand, it was not certain 

that children would get scratched by cats. As a result, it is likely that Darla's conduct 

does amount to a breach. 

Actual cause––supra. Clearly, if Darla had not poured ammonia in the sand, Frank 

would not have sustained serious injuries as a result of ingesting the ammonia. 

Proximate cause–– supra. It would be foreseeable that children may come into contact 

with the sand and suffer harm. There was no intervening events that would break the 

chain of causation.

Damages–– Supra. Frank suffered serious injury and Frank's parents will be able to 

recover if it is shown that Darla was negligent. 



 

Contributory/Comparative fault
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–– supra. For the same reasons Frank is probably not 

unreasonable because of his age and the applicable child standard of care, it will be 

likely that eating the sand, although very unreasonable for an adult, may not be 

unreasonable for a child of 2 years of age. 



 

Answer B to Question 4 

Ethan v. Cathy
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What is the likely outcome of a negligence claim brought by Ethan (through his parents) 

against Cathy? In order to be liable for negligence, it must be shown that Cathy 

breached a duty owed to Ethan and that breach caused Ethan harm. 

1. Duty and Breach. At a minimum, Cathy will owe Ethan the general duty care, which 

is to act as the reasonably prudent person in same or similar circumstances. It may be 

reasonable that a person would feel sympathetic toward stray animals and want to feed 

them. However, Cathy was aware that a daycare facility was operated next door. She 

was further advised that the cats were entering the daycare property and using the 

sandbox as a litter box. Finally, Darla expressed concerns that one of the children might 

become injured. Continuing to the feed the cats would obviously encourage the animals 

to continue to hang around and present a nuisance and potential risk to the children. 

Additionally, Cathy could have called an animal shelter to take in the animals or sought 

suitable owners for them who might be willing to take and care for a stray cat. It appears 

she did nothing to help improve the situation. Thus, Cathy continuing to feed the cats 

under these circumstances is probably not reasonable and constitutes a breach of the 

duty owed. 

2. Causation. In order for causation to be satisfied, both actual and proximate cause 

must exist. Actual cause will be satisfied if but for the defendant's conduct, the harm 

would not have occurred. But for Cathy continuing to feed the cats, the cats would not 

have been hanging around and Ethan would not have been scratched. Therefore, actual 

cause is present here. 

In order for proximate cause to be satisfied, the harm caused must be foreseeable. The 

cats may not be domesticated; they are strays. Even domesticated cats can scratch, but 

if these cats are feral they may be even more inclined to do so. Additionally, Darla made 



 

clear that the cats were coming onto her property and particularly raised concerns that 

the children could get scratched. Thus, the type of harm caused was foreseeable, and 

proximate cause is met here. 

3. Damages.
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 In order for a cause of action for negligence to be successful, the plaintiff 

must have suffered damage. Here, Ethan was scratched and suffered an infection, so 

he was damaged. 

4. Defenses. Can Cathy raise a defense of assumption of the risk? In order for this 

defense to be successful, Ethan would have had to have known and appreciated the 

risk involved in order to assume it. Ethan is only 2 years old, so he probably thinks the 

cat is a harmless furrry friend. Further, there is no indication that Ethan's parents were 

made aware of the cat problem so that they could have assumed the risk of continuing 

to bring Ethan to the daycare. Therefore, assumption of risk is not likely to hold here. 

Based on the discussion above, Cathy is liable to Ethan for negligence. 

Ethan v. Darla 

What is the likely outcome of a negligence claim brought by Ethan against Darla?  

1. Duty and Breach. Because Darla is a land occupier, a special duty will apply as to 

invitees. An invitee is a person who is on the property of a land occupier with consent 

and is there to confer an economic benefit upon the land occupier or the land is held 

open to the public at large. Both apply here: Ethan is present on the property as a 

patron of the daycare services, and daycare centers are open to the public. Therefore, 

Ethan is an invitee. 

In the case of invitees, a land occupier has a duty to make the premises safe, including 

taking affirmative steps to find problems that pose a risk and to remedy those problems. 

Darla was aware of the cat problem and that it posed a risk to the children's safety. 



 

Because Darla's requests were 'repeated' and given the number of cats that had 

congregated around Cathy's home, it can be assumed the problem has existed for 

some time. Darla attempted to persuade Cathy to stop feeding the cats so that the cats 

would stop entering the daycare property. When Cathy failed to comply with Darla's 

requests, Darla tried to fix the issue by deterring the cats with a smell they did not like. 

This may not have been enough, as Darla could have called an animal shelter to come 

take the cats or erecting barriers that would prevent the animals from entering the 

property. However, it is probably sufficient to show that she was trying to make the 

property safe. Therefore, there will not be a breach of duty with respect to Ethan. 

2. Causation
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. Rather than the but-for test, it may be more appropriate in this lawsuit to 

use the substantial factor test here to show actual causation. Under this test, the 

defendant's conduct will be the actual cause of the plaintiff's harm if the defendant's 

conduct was a substantial factor that materially contributed to the plaintiff's harm. If it is 

found that Darla should have done more to ensure that her property was safe as to 

invitees, her conduct will be factored in Ethan's harm. However, the real origin of the 

problems lies with Cathy feeding the cats; this is probably a greater factor in what has 

caused the danger to exist. Therefore, actual cause would be difficult to meet here. 

Proximate cause is met, because getting scratched by a stray cat is foreseeable.

In this instance, causation would not be met. 

3. Damages. Damages exist because Ethan was scratched and had an infection. 

4. Defenses. If Ethan were able to make the prima facie case for negligence, Darla 

would probably not have any defenses.

Based on the discussion above, Darla would not be liable to Ethan for negligence. 

 



 

Frank v. Cathy
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What is the likely outcome of a negligence claim brought by Frank against Cathy? 

1. Duty and Breach. The duty Cathy owes to Frank is the same as she owes to Ethan, 

discussed above. Cathy breached this duty as to Frank in the same manner as she did 

for Ethan, discussed above. 

2. Causation. But for Cathy's conduct, cats would not have been on the property, and 

Frank would not have been injured. Actual cause is met here. 

However, while children eating sand (whether deliberately or inadvertently while playing 

around in the sandbox) is foreseeable, ingesting ammonia is not a foreseeable harm 

from having cats on the property. Additionally, when there is an intervening act that is 

highly improbable and extraordinary, it will cut off the defendant's liability. It is highly 

improbable that a daycare operator would pour a seriously toxic chemical into the 

children's sandbox, knowing that it may come into contact with the children's skin or that 

it may be ingested. Therefore, Darla's act in pouring the ammonia into the sandbox is a 

superseding, intervening event which cuts off any liability on the part of Cathy for 

Frank's injuries. 

3. Damages. Frank was damaged when he ingested the ammonia tainted sand and 

sustained serious injury. 

4. Defenses. If Frank were able to make out his prima facie case, Cathy would not have 

any defenses.

Based on the discussion above, Cathy will not be liable to Frank for negligence. 

 

 



Frank v. Darla
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What is the likely outcome of a negligence claim brought by Frank against Darla? 

1. Duty and Breach. The duty owed to Frank by Darla will be the same land occupier 

duty as Darla owes to Ethan. In this lawsuit, Darla was attempting to better the situation 

with the cats, but she chose a method that actually posed considerable risk to the 

children's safety. In doing so, she made the premises unsafe, and, thus, breached the 

duty owed to Frank. 

2. Causation. But for Darla pouring ammonia into the sandbox, Frank would not have 

ingested it and become injured. 

4. Damages. Frank was damaged when he suffered serious injury. 

5. Defenses. If Frank is able to make his prima facie case for negligence, Darla will 

have no defenses.

Based on the discussion above, Darla is liable for negligence. 


